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IVE me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, the wretched refuse of your teeming shore. Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door."¹ These are the words chiseled onto the Statue of Liberty—the expression that has sculpted the free world; the promise carved into every crevice of American history. But the pride of a melting-pot society has worn away through fear and intolerance. To protect the homeland, the borders, and economic resources, natural human rights have been ignored and a sub-class of people has been created to live in the shadows. While the United States scrambles to agree on immigration reform, undocumented immigrants endure hostility and ignorance in America.

This report analyzes the competing paradigms of immigrant human rights in the United States in areas of economic well-being, education, healthcare, and discrimination. Part I addresses the history of immigration law and current rules in the United States. Part II explains the arguments against immigration. Part III discusses the contrasting paradigms of immigration law between the states, Trumpists, current administration, and United Nations. Part IV considers the human rights implications that come from different immigration law interpretations. Finally, the report deliberates on which paradigm would align with the protection of human rights.

I. CURRENT IMMIGRATION LAWS

"The history of the United States is in part made of the stories, talents, and lasting contributions of those who crossed oceans and deserts to come [to America]."² The founding fathers granted the power of immigration regulation to Congress in the Constitution.³ The federal govern-
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³ U.S. CONST. ART.1, § 8.
ment oversees this delicate issue because it overlaps with international law concerns that require communication “with one national sovereign, not [fifty] separate [s]tates.” The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) codifies immigration law in the United States, which is managed by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) government agency. The INA allows for 675,000 permanent immigrants to lawfully migrate to the United States from all around the world each year. Immigration law in America focuses on certain guiding principles: (1) family unification; (2) admitting immigrants with valuable work skills; (3) diversifying the country; and (4) aiding refugees. Those principles are balanced with prioritizing national security, the safety of the homeland, and protecting the borders. But “one of the most important and delicate of all international relationships has to do with the protection of the just rights of a country’s own nationals when those nationals are in another country” and thus the government must treat foreign citizens with dignity and respect.

To understand the current status of immigration laws in America, it is important to look at the history of their development. In 1790, the first U.S. naturalization law was passed for those “free white [aliens] ‘of good moral character’ who had lived in the [United States] for at least two years.” Immigration limitations were not established until 1875 and were mainly meant to deter prostitutes and criminals from entering the country. The federal government’s exclusive power over matters of immigration was established the following year. In 1916, an American lawyer, Madison Grant, attempted to logically establish racial superiority in The Passing of the Great Race, which ignited anti-immigration lobbyists to create “nationality-based restrictions.” The next policy shift came after World War I and brought two large changes: (1) a quota limiting the immigration numbers from each country to the total people of that na-
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tionality already in the United States;¹⁴ and (2) the establishment of the Border Patrol.¹⁵

Nationality-based restrictions and quotas were largely irrational, and grew from fears sown by pseudoscientists such as Madison Grant and general anxiety that foreign workers would steal domestic jobs in a competitive labor market.¹⁶ And they were the norm until 1965 when the INA “created a new system favoring family reunification and skilled immigrants, rather than country quotes.”¹⁷ But the INA was not perfect, and “also imposed the first” immigration limits on Latin Americans, who, up until that point, “had been allowed to enter the [United States] without many restriction.”¹⁸ More limits and restrictions have followed since, each sharing a seemingly central tenet to U.S. immigration policy over the years—conscious discrimination against certain classes of people.

As immigration law has developed, so too have its legal statuses. Among those are: (1) immigrant; (2) non-immigrant; and (3) “illegal alien.” Immigrant and permanent resident status applies to any person in the United States who is not under a non-immigrant visa.¹⁹ It includes those people who want to remain in America permanently and allows a pathway to citizenship.²⁰ Non-immigrant status applies to aliens that have been given permission by USCIS to remain in the United States on a temporary basis.²¹ This is often the type of visa used by students, workers, and tourists.²² Finally, “illegal alien” status applies to people who have entered the country either illegally or legally but have since “fallen out of status” and [are] deportable.”²³ Other immigration statuses, such as refugee/asylee and deferred action, also exist.²⁴

The federal government exercises “discretion in the enforcement of immigration law [by embracing] immediate human concerns.”²⁵ The humanitarian factors used to determine a person’s deportability include his or her family status, likelihood of criminal behavior, ties to the community, military service, and having an American child.²⁶ The government also considers whether the person’s home country is engaged in a civil
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war that exposes him or her to a real risk of harm or where political persecution is inevitable. But even with extensive immigration policies, the country remains divided on migrant control.

II. ARGUMENTS AGAINST IMMIGRATION

Immigration is a polemic issue in both the United States and world as a whole. The stigma surrounding undocumented immigrants stems from their illegal entry into the country, which in turn makes them allegedly “criminal.” Media, unprecedented findings, and coarse rhetoric fuel this notion. Interestingly enough, the Pew Research Center reported in 2014 that only seventeen percent of Americans supported deportation of all undocumented immigrants. Yet the historical bias against immigrants prevails, and opponents still argue that undocumented immigration imports criminals that burden society economically and socially.

Most people opposed to immigration believe that, from the time an immigrant steps onto U.S. soil without proper documentation, he or she is a criminal. Some media outlets have gone as far as reporting that undocumented persons account for over thirty percent of murders in many states. The recent murder of a San Francisco woman by an undocumented immigrant brought that strain to a fever pitch. But a 2011 report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office found just the opposite of the manipulated reporting by the media—the majority of offenses committed by undocumented immigrants were related to immigration, drugs, traffic violations, and obstructions of justice. These are non-violent offenses. And of the nearly three million arrests of undocumented immigrants, less than one percent were attributed to homicide.

The perception of immigrants continues to skew into an image of a freeloader—living on welfare, taking American jobs, and failing to pay taxes. This is just another impression painted by misguided media. Reality shows that the majority of immigrants come to America for employ-
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ment opportunities that will significantly alter their lives. And that employment that leads to undocumented immigrants paying taxes: In 2010, undocumented immigrants "paid an estimated $10.6 billion to state and local taxes." Additionally, the majority of immigrants that enter the country are not taking in-demand jobs but the "low-skilled jobs" that most Americans rebuff. The United States has effectively passed the blame of their problems to a group of people that cannot lawfully defend themselves.

III. THE PARADIGMS OF IMMIGRATION LAW

There are an estimated 11.3 million undocumented immigrants in the United States as of 2014. About 5.6 million of those immigrants are from Mexico. These large numbers, and their combined threat to homeland security, have ignited a never-ending kitchen table debate. The states, presidential candidates, current administration, and the United Nations all seem to be at ends on the issue and resolution seems elusive.

A. THE STATE'S PARADIGM

Whether it is a bipartisan war or a legitimate concern, immigration is a prominent issue that the states feel they must address. States do not believe that the federal government does enough to prevent undocumented immigration. For that reason, many have made the fight their own by passing state laws to deter unauthorized immigration. As of 2011, thirty states had proposed laws that targeted immigration. One of the first of these laws was Section 21.031 of the Texas Education Code, which provided that undocumented children should be denied enrollment into public schools unless they paid tuition. Texas passed the law to save money, deter undocumented immigration, and prevent immigrant children from hindering education due to their limited understanding of English.
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Under an equal protection challenge, the U.S. Supreme Court found Texas law was preempted by federal law, and that undocumented immigrants were protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court declared that education was not a fundamental right and that states could not pass that type of law because immigration issues were the sole responsibility of the federal government. Notably, although the Court found that states did not have a right to deny undocumented immigrant children the right to free public education, it implied that Congress could pass a law to that effect. The Court then reasoned that it would be unwise to discontinue education for undocumented immigrants and reprimanded Texas for attempting to “promot[e] the creation and perpetuation of a subclass of illiterates within [U.S.] boundaries.”

In 2011, Alabama passed the Beason-Hammon Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act. The Beason-Hammon Act, among other things, criminalized “failure to complete or carry an alien registration [card]” by an undocumented immigrant, allowed police officers with “reasonable suspicion” to investigate the immigration status of a detained individual, created state crimes penalizing people harboring, transporting, or encouraging immigration, asked school officials to determine the status of children, and prohibited the enforcement of a contract with any undocumented immigrant that could not be completed within twenty-four hours. Alabama passed the Beason-Hammon Act because of the “economic hardship and lawlessness” caused by illegal immigration, even though only 2.5 percent of Alabama was undocumented. But the Eleventh Circuit preempted most of the Act in 2012, keeping just the provision that allowed police to investigate a detained person’s immigration status if an officer had “reasonable suspicion” to do so. The Court also noted that prohibition of contract enforcement would deprive humans of “basic necessities” and preservation of a “minimal existence” solely for Alabama’s purpose of disgorging itself of undocumented people.
Alabama's Beason-Hammon Act mimicked Arizona's Support Our Law Enforcement and Neighborhoods Act, which contained many of the same anti-immigrant regulations and empowered police officers to arrest people on the "basis of possible removability" from the country. Arizona levied a similar argument in support of its statute: A large number of criminals and cartel members were illegally entering the country, putting American lives in danger, and casting an economic and social burden on the state education and incarceration systems. And it is not just states that are inspired by Arizona's anti-immigrant sentiment. In 2013, the City of Farmers Branch, Texas tried to prevent undocumented immigrants from renting homes or apartments by authorizing building inspectors to look into each person's immigration status. The Fifth Circuit, in turn, held that federal law preempted the ordinance. This was no surprise because the ordinance's "sole purpose [was] not to regulate housing but to exclude undocumented aliens, specifically Latinos, from the City of Farmers Branch," which was "an impermissible regulation of immigration." Yet states continue to try to undermine federal immigration policy, especially now with the lingering paranoia of terrorism consuming the masses. As of today, thirty-one states have declared their opposition to Syrian refugees because of an impending threat of terrorism and interest in keeping the homeland safe. So continues the schism between state and federal government.

B. THE TRUMPISM PARADIGM

In the midst of this turmoil, an American presidential election looms. An election where a man whose staunch disregard for vexatious political correctness—or factual correctness for that matter—has changed the perception of immigrants in America. Donald Trump launched his campaign with distorted and unfounded allegations of Mexican immigrants as criminals, drug dealers, and rapists. Trump seeks to "make America
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great again” with an immigration policy that entails building a wall between the United States and Mexico and deporting all undocumented immigrants. He also wants to undermine the significance of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution by ending birthright citizenship; the very concept that changed the history of African Americans in this country. And most recently, Trump urged a ban on Muslim travel into the country and denounced any admittance of Syrian refugees. Trump’s immigration stance and reckless comments stem from his belief that immigrants take jobs from Americans, increase crime rates, burden the country socially, and drain the economy. While immigration control is never a bad idea, Trump peddles in meritless ideas based on xenophobic fears.

With the extreme support that Trump received on his comments about immigrants, the other Republican candidates have followed his lead. Most support his initiative to end birthright citizenship and promote “tougher enforcement against ‘anchor babies.’” Those candidates who once supported a path to citizenship quickly dismissed the idea, even those who have immigrant roots. The Senate’s “Gang of Eight” Immigration Bill, which was endorsed by Marco Rubio and supports a path to citizenship for many undocumented immigrants through a provisional visa program and fine collection, has been deeply criticized by Trump and other candidates as being too “weak on immigration.” Trumpists and Republicans alike have incited a ruthless debate that rebukes anyone with a more rational plan.

C. THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATION’S PARADIGM

Despite the never-ending spew of propaganda about immigration, the current administration has adhered to more diplomatic methods that abide by American immigration principles. The government believes in family unification, deporting felons, and preventing continued undocu-
mented immigration.75 In November 2014, President Obama announced the expansion of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) to include the Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents (DAPA).76 DACA provides that children who immigrate to the United States will be awarded deferred action status if they met certain criteria; put another way, kids that come to the United States will neither be deported nor have lawful status.77 DAPA would have allowed parents of children who were either U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents to remain in the country without fear of deportation, and provided eligibility for a work permit during the temporary period.78 But those protections have yet to materialize because a district court in the Southern District of Texas awarded Texas and twenty-five other states an injunction against DAPAs’ implementation on February 16, 2015.79 The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the order; it is currently awaiting review by the Supreme Court.80 This backlash to a major step in immigration law came from partisan beliefs and the perceived need to protect states “from economic and safety implications of illegal amnesty,” a concern DAPA did not implicate.81 These beliefs epitomize state action in attempting to find any way to keep immigrants out, even if it means infringing and discriminating against an insular minority.

Although it may appear that the current administration is more sympathetic towards the immigration issue, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and other healthcare programs prove otherwise. The ACA prevents undocumented immigrants from purchasing low-cost health insurance through the marketplace that would provide preventative and primary care.82 Under the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) of 1996, undocumented immigrants do not have the right to Medicaid to “remove the incentive of illegal immigra-

77. DACA allows people under the age of thirty-one as of June 15, 2012 to apply if they: (1) arrived in America before their sixteenth birthday; (2) physically resided in the United States on June 15, 2012; (3) had no lawful status; (4) attended school or attained a GED; (5) and have not been convicted of a felony. See DACA Frequently Asked Questions, USCIS (June 15, 2015), http://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/consideration-deferred-action-childhood-arrivals-process/frequently-asked-questions.
78. The Obama Administration’s DAPA and Expanded DACA Programs, supra note 76.
tion provided by the availability of public benefits.\textsuperscript{83} There is also a five-year delay on Medicaid, SNAP, and other federal subsidies for documented immigrants that came to the United States after the enactment of PRWOR.\textsuperscript{84} Fortunately, under the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA), undocumented immigrants may receive medical services without an upfront cost if there is an emergency medical condition that requires stabilization of a patient.\textsuperscript{85} Every aspect of immigration law requires a balance with human rights concerns, especially considering America's prominence within the United Nations.

D. THE INTERNATIONAL/UNITED NATIONS PARADIGM

The United Nations and its Member States aligned to commit to universal respect of inalienable human rights.\textsuperscript{86} The UN does not believe that migration policies should consider only "security and border control," instead, they must also recognize "obligations under international law including international human rights law."\textsuperscript{87} Human rights committees have found the United States in clear violation of immigrants' human rights.\textsuperscript{88} Specifically, the Special Rapporteur reported in 2008 that America "lacks a clear, consistent, long-term strategy to improve respect for the human rights of migrants."\textsuperscript{89} This atmosphere of intolerance condemns immigrants to become a vulnerable class subject to abuse. The UN constantly raises concerns related to the education, discrimination, and health of immigrants in the United States.\textsuperscript{90} Notably, the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination has been deemed to include protecting non-citizens as well.\textsuperscript{91} "The existence of human rights helps secure the peace, deter aggression, promote the rule of law, combat crime and corruption, strengthen democra-
III. THE IMPACT ON IMMIGRANT HUMAN RIGHTS

Unfortunately, the different ideals on combating undocumented immigration ignore principles of humanity and preserving the standards America has supported. The United States, as a member of the United Nations, has a duty to respect human rights and set an example for the rest of the world. Even at the center of the world stage, the United States trails behind many democracies when it comes to ratifying international human rights treaties, which sends the message that the economic and social rights of humans are not of utmost importance in America. This theme is apparent in the conflicting paradigms of immigrant human rights. The proposed and current ideals endorse concepts that infringe on economic well-being and the right to education and healthcare, and generate a class of people prone to discrimination.

A. THE RIGHT TO ECONOMIC WELL-BEING

The main goal of human rights as a discipline is to secure economic and social well-being so as to attain fundamental needs. Economic and social rights include the right to education, food, health, housing, social security, and work. As part of Article Twenty-Three of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, America has promised to maintain a country where people have the right to work for equal pay without discrimination. Although the Declaration is just an expression of fundamental values and is not legally binding, it remains an important statement that the United States should stand by. Other treaties that specifically enforce the protection of these rights include the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the Convention on the Rights of a Child, both of which United States has signed but not ratified. The signature is a passive gesture that demonstrates support of the initiative and to uphold its value but fails to execute the power of it through ratification.
But the United States has signed and ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), "which prohibits discrimination in economic and social fields, but does not guarantee economic and social rights."\textsuperscript{101} This ratification holds America legally accountable for ensuring that the Convention is implemented and executed properly.\textsuperscript{102} The Alabama initiatives clearly violated this treaty. The laws disregarding contracts with undocumented immigrants were a transgression on the right to economic and social rights that failed to acknowledge immediate human concerns. Alabama failed in its effort to prevent undocumented immigrants from working and taking American jobs, and instead cost non-immigrant farmers thousands of dollars.\textsuperscript{103} The inability to contract for housing, electricity, water, or school also hinders undocumented immigrants' humanity. "The ability to contract is not merely an act of legislative grace; it is a capability that, in practical application, is essential for an individual to live and conduct daily affairs."\textsuperscript{104}

B. The Right to Education

In complete contrast to the Supreme Court's ruling in \textit{Plyler v. Doe}, the United Nations considers education a fundamental right.\textsuperscript{105} So too, then, should the United States. Education sophisticates citizens by developing "human personality" and promoting "understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups" to empower a universal respect for human rights.\textsuperscript{106} Again, the United States has signed agreements that further protect education but has failed to ratify them.\textsuperscript{107} In particular, the ICESCR promotes free primary and secondary education, and suggests that higher education be accessible to all people as well.\textsuperscript{108} As a member of CERD, America has a legal obligation to enforce education for everyone regardless of race, color, national, or ethnic origin.\textsuperscript{109}

But once again, United States commitments under CERD have not been satisfied. Although the holding in \textit{Plyer} was correct, the reasoning was not. The Texas law that forbade undocumented children from attending school was contrary to U.S. federal law, but the Court did not reason that it also would be contrary to human rights initiatives.\textsuperscript{110} The Court even left the door open to congressional action that could possibly
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discontinue education of undocumented children.\textsuperscript{111} This would leave innocent children who did not make the choice to come to this country undocumented without any opportunity to become productive citizens.\textsuperscript{112} Additionally, Alabama law caused thousands of children to miss class in fear of mandatory immigration status checks on students.\textsuperscript{113} Although CERD allows a state party to differentiate between citizens and those that are undocumented, the United States has been criticized for violating CERD through its treatment of immigrants.\textsuperscript{114} Simply put, "U.S. policies preventing immigrant children from attaining higher education by preventing them from working or receiving in-state tuition and/or by causing them to be afraid of deportation violate CERD obligations."\textsuperscript{115} Not only do American states demean undocumented immigrants, but these sorts of initiatives also prevent them from ever having the chance to prosper.

C. Right to Health and Healthcare

The right to health and healthcare is a fundamental human right, and encompasses the right to housing, aliment, and the environment.\textsuperscript{116} "Health care has been character[ized] as a basic necessity and as such is recognized in international human rights law as a social right inherent in human dignity."\textsuperscript{117} This right "means that everyone has the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, which includes access to all medical services, sanitation, adequate food, decent housing, healthy working conditions, and a clean environment."\textsuperscript{118} The Universal Declaration of Human Rights encourages health in all aspects of life.\textsuperscript{119} The ICESCR establishes that health is of utmost importance to increase infant survival, improve conditions within the workplace, and secure the ability to receive needed medical attention.\textsuperscript{120} But once again, CERD is the only convention that could hold the United States accountable by enforcing measures that prevent discrimi-
nation in matters of health and housing. Criticism of the United States failure to enforce and further the interests of CERD has been constant, especially after the passage of the ACA. The ACA’s prevention of undocumented immigrants purchasing affordable healthcare for themselves and their children fails to meet the standards of CERD. Most of these immigrants work in physically intensive jobs that may require frequent visits to the doctor’s office. Yet the general belief evolving around America characterizes undocumented people as “illegally present,” meaning that they have no right to be in the country and in effect no benefits. Trump’s assault on birthright citizenship pushes undocumented immigrants’ already limited access to healthcare further towards the brink. Undocumented expecting mothers can currently access social programs such as the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to attain pre-natal care. These programs aim to protect the life of a soon-to-be American child; they may also be put at risk due to Trump’s efforts. To prevent them is to contravene the thrust of human rights treaties because it undermines a woman’s ability to receive healthcare for her child.

When states attempt to limit undocumented immigration by passing ordinances like the one in Farmers Branch, they violate undocumented immigrants’ right to housing, which in turn impedes their health. “It is the government’s obligation to guarantee that everyone can exercise the right to live in security, peace, and dignity.” But that burden becomes difficult to shoulder when a state’s elected method of preventing undocumented immigration perverts human rights and interferes with the essential need for shelter. All the more because of the complicated immigration system in which even those people who are not subject to deportation under DACA, DAPA, or other programs might be turned away from renting a home because they do not technically have lawful status. The reality of the matter is that the United States has created a
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subclass of humans who are neither deportable nor illegal but suffer everyday in a country where their basic human rights lay unprotected.

D. Discrimination that Hinders Human Rights

Finally, almost every single paradigm violates the basic principles of CERD. The quintessential premise of CERD is the prevention of "racial discrimination" in "any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, [color], descent, or national or ethnic origin" that unequivocally hampers fundamental protections of human rights. At the Convention's inception, CERD established that a state party's regulation of citizens and non-citizens would not be affected as long as there was no discrimination in terms of nationality. But in later recommendations, the Committee emphasized that CERD should apply with equal force to "non-citizens regardless of their immigration status." But even if CERD did not apply to undocumented immigrants, the approaches that Americans have taken towards migrants have exploited people of similar nationalities through racial profiling. Racial profiling clearly violates the Convention's initiative to "combat racist doctrines and practices in order to promote understanding between races and to build an international community free from all forms of . . . racial discrimination."

Arizona's attempt to deter undocumented immigration was heavily scrutinized by the U.N. CERD Committee, especially after finding that people of Hispanic descent were 2.5 times more likely to be searched when stopped than white drivers. Arizona S. B. 1070 targeted those of perceived Latino origin and unnecessarily harassed them. But it is not a criminal offense to remain in the country as an undocumented immigrant. So allowing a police officer to detain someone based on "probable cause" that they are removable violates a core tenet of immigration law: Each person may attend a removal hearing to determine whether there is a sufficient reason for him or her to stay. As previously stated, U.S. immigration policies must take international relations into account to avoid adverse consequences. That said, even Mexico filed an amicus curiae brief to the Supreme Court stressing that Arizona's regulations would violate the "civil and human rights of Mexican nationals" traveling to the state or those of Hispanic descent residing in the state, and would
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alter international relations between the two countries.\textsuperscript{137} Alabama’s similar laws brandished blatant discrimination with the arrest of two men without licenses that led to suspicion of faulty immigration status, only to be humiliated shortly after when it was revealed that both were directors for Mercedes-Benz and Honda Motor Company and legally allowed to be in the country.\textsuperscript{138}

The effort to prevent undocumented immigration will have dire consequences with foreign relations if this treatment continues. Provocative rhetoric and inflated statistics concerning undocumented immigrants have only reinforced human rights concerns. Every reference as “illegal” or “criminals” dehumanizes and replaces feelings of sympathy with prejudice, discrimination, and xenophobia. The United Nations General Assembly, European Commission, and other human rights groups have heavily discouraged the use of “illegal” because it “is most certainly dehumanizing.”\textsuperscript{139} But the effect of hate speech extends beyond dehumanization. Take, for instance, the palpable effects of Trump’s absurd comments. In Boston, two men beat a homeless Hispanic man with a pipe and urinated on him while spewing anti-immigrant hyperbole.\textsuperscript{140} When arrested, the men said that “‘Trump was right’” about deporting illegals.\textsuperscript{141} But there was just one problem: He wasn’t undocumented.\textsuperscript{142}

It is apparent that the negative connotations that arise from these terms have incorrectly “shaped public opinion on immigration policy.”\textsuperscript{143} The term “illegal immigrant” has roots in the Holocaust as a racial slur used to demean Jewish refugees.\textsuperscript{144} Yet it is an expression that persists in America and the rest of the world. The words do not imply that a person’s actions are criminal, but that his or her very existence is unlawful.\textsuperscript{145} “Illegal Alien” preserves the support for laws that violate natural human rights because there is no compassion or enlightenment about why these people have risked their lives to come to a country that criminalizes their very existence. The bottom line is that human beings deserve to have their rights respected because there are no national boundaries in natural law.
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V. THE PARADIGM TO CHANGE THEM ALL

Contrary to popular belief, it is possible to protect American borders and prevent further unauthorized immigration while also respecting the human rights of immigrants currently residing in the United States. Immigration is one of the most complicated areas of law and requires consideration of international and foreign relations. As the world leader, the United States must responsibly and humanely approach the issue of fixing a broken immigration system. The DACA and DAPA plans are a realistic approach to undocumented immigration that favors family unification. Even though the methods only defer deportation, they are a step in the direction of creating a path to citizenship. The Pew Research Center reported in 2015 that seventy-two percent of Americans surveyed believed in formulating a plan to help undocumented immigrants stay in the country legally.¹⁴⁶ A path to citizenship makes sense because expecting undocumented immigrants to follow the current immigration system is ludicrous with a scheme so incredibly backed up—a major reason people take the risk of being undocumented in the first place.¹⁴⁷ America should learn from past paranoia-induced mistakes and recognize human rights as a major factor in the treatment of immigrants.¹⁴⁸ “Whatever burdens we think that irregular migrants can properly suffer as a result of having entered the society by some unauthorized route, forfeiting one or more of their human rights is not among them.”¹⁴⁹

¹⁴⁶. Kehaulani Goo, supra 30.